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As I EmlsHno up the repro-
ductive examinations. I

x1 looked to Greg and said,
"well done, it's pretty simple

added, "l don't want a reDeat of last
summer..."

Last summer Greg's herd did nor en-
joy much success with respect to re-
production. He had trouble getting
cows pregnant and many of the cows

that were checked pregnanr were
open at the next visit. Last June milk
production dropped from 34 kg per
cow per day to 79 kg and remained at
this level until September. Greg did
observe improvement in October but
production levels did nor rerurn ro

normal until January.
Greg milks 140 cows twice per day

in a double-10 parallelparlour. In the
barn the cows are housed in an eight
year-old four-row barn with head-to-
head free-stalls. His current produc.
tion is 34 kg. 3.85 BFo/o, 3.3o/o

protein. Greg uses a presynch breed-
ing program for all first breedings.

Mature cows are bred at 75 days in
milk and the first calf heifers are bred
at 85 days in milk. The herd
pregnancy rate is always over 20 per
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* for you."

Greg looked back at me

somewhat puzzled and asked,

"What do you mean?"

I answered, "there were
eight new pregnancies out of
10 examinations and all 10

pregnancy rechecks were
pregnant."

Greg laughed a little, but
quickly said, "it's promising
but simple isn't a word that
should be used when referring
to getting cows pregnant."

Before I could even respond

to Greg's comments, he
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cent and has been as high as 25 per

cent, but during the aforementioned

problems last summei, the pregnancy

rate dropped to 16 per cent in June

and did not return to 20 per cent

until October.

"I really don't want a repeat of last

summer," Greg added with conviction.

"lJnderstandable, not many farmers

would...the cows need cooling," I
stated matte r- o{-{actl.y.

Greg thought for a moment and re'

sponded, "that's true but I've got fans

in the barn. Is there more I can do?"

"The important thing to remember

is that certain cows in the herd need

more attention," I said.

"Like?" Greg asked.

"The priority for cooling cows starts

with the close-up dry cows, then the

fresh cows and finally the milking
herd." I said.

"Okay and the fans I have in the

barn?" Greg wondered.

" Those fans are well positioned and

do an average job but you definitely

need some help."

Greg looked to me and asked, "Do

you mean more fans, or something elsel"

"\Uater," I stated with conviction.

Greg stared at me for a second

almost checking to see if I was joking

and then quizzically asked "water?"

Greg's scenario of severe heat

stress was typical in many of our

herds last summer. Heat stressed

cows tend to stand, which increases

their surface area thus allowing heat

to be lost. They then reduce their
dry matter intake to lower the

internal heat production from feed

digestion and increase water

consumption.

A heat-stressed cow will increase

her respiratory rate to the extreme of
panting in the event of severe heat.

This is why water is such a vital
weapon against heat stress. Applying

water to the cow's back allows for

evaporative cooling. That amount of

water applied should be enough to

soak the cow's back yet not so much

that the water will run off the cows

back onto her udder.

The holding area is the area where

cows increase their core body

temperature rapidly due to close

contact with their herd mates.

Therefore the parlour holding area is

an ideal place to apply water.

As I explained the merits of

increased cooling in the holding
area with water, Greg offered a

comment. He said, "MY cows are

only in the holding area a

maximum of 45 minutes. I don't
think my cows suffer from increased

heat stress in the holding area'"

Dr. Joe Harner, a Kansas State

University farm extension consultant

states, "One cow gives off 1,500
'!(/\hr." He later elaborates on this

point and puts it into perspective;

rhink of the heat production from

one cow during one hour as being

equal to a hair dryer running
continuously for one hour."

After I had fumbled my way

through the hair dryer analogy, Greg

seemed to better understand the

situation and he agreed that the

holding area is a major source of heat

stress. Before I left the farm that day

we devised a plan to reduce heat in
the barn. One piece of the plan was

to move an existing four'foot fan

from the back of the holding area to

the front and mount it on the

support beam for the Parlour.
Greg was also to purchase another

fan which was also to be located on

the palour support beam. Water
nozzles delivering a 360'degree

pattern suspended on cables over

the holding area was another vital
part of the cow-cooling plan. It
should be noted that Greg's close-up

dry cows and fresh cows are housed

on a deep manure Pack so water'
cooling was not an option.
Therefore, the cooling plan

included another two fans

specifically for this group of cows.

Greg implemented the plan we

devised. The barn is now ready for

summer heat and hopefully the stress

levels of both Greg and his dairy herd

will be greatly rcduced. ,o,.*
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